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Medicine is a science of uncertainty and an art of probability.1

—Sir William Osler

In an era when solutions to all of our problems seem to be at our fingertips, we physicians are frequently placed in situations where a well-defined answer does not exist. This dilemma, known as medical uncertainty, plagues physicians on a daily basis, including those with many years of clinical experience.2,3 Learning to deal with uncertainty should be a core competency for any physician and should be addressed early in the education of medical students and residents.4,5 We acknowledge that there is little empirical evidence to guide faculty on how best to address this topic. Nonetheless, we extrapolate information from the fields of sociology, anthropology, psychology, as well as from the authors’ experience, to offer recommendations (FIGURE) in the more familiar framework of diagnosis (How does one detect uncertainty?), prognosis (What are the implications of uncertainty?), and treatment (What can we do about it?).

The Diagnosis: How Does One Detect Uncertainty and What Are the Barriers?

To begin, one must distinguish between 2 common types of uncertainty: informational and intrinsic uncertainty. Informational uncertainty results from knowledge deficits, and can be further classified into (1) conceptual uncertainty (the inability to apply abstract knowledge to specific situations); (2) technical uncertainty (the absence of scientific data or practical skill for a specific clinical situation); and (3) personal uncertainty (the lack of a relationship with patients and knowledge of their goals of care).6

Intrinsic uncertainty, on the other hand, is not based on any particular deficit but reflects an inherent attribute of daily clinical care—the existence of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, which is woven into the very fabric of medicine.7 This principle recognizes that within the complex system of health care, variability in patients, disease presentations, and clinical practices inevitably results in our inability to predict the future with certainty for any patient. How physicians deal with this intrinsic uncertainty varies. There are self-assessment scales to gauge individuals’ ability to tolerate uncertainty and ambiguity.8,9 It is unclear whether tolerance to ambiguity is a fixed genetic trait versus a malleable attribute.10,11 Nonetheless, teaching students about this fundamental nature of medicine is critical in addressing what can be done. The medical training environment, however, rewards those who give correct answers, and often denigrates learners who admit uncertainty. In an environment where young physicians are constantly trying to prove their competency, both to themselves and to their supervising physicians, resident physicians often choose not to contact a more senior physician when faced with uncertain situations because they do not want to be seen as “weak.”12,13 Supervising faculty should take steps to acknowledge this often hidden curriculum, and work together to overcome these barriers that create a reluctance to disclosing uncertainty.14

The Prognosis: What Are the Implications of Uncertainty?

 Uncertainty increases stress and can potentially affect problem-solving skills and decision making.15 Today’s physicians are faced with an ever-increasing demand to see more patients in shorter time frames. When confronted with an ambiguous situation, especially combined with time constraints, physicians commonly resort to ordering more tests, which inevitably leads to higher costs.16 Unfortunately, this often relentless search for answers has led to unnecessary referrals, increased patient admissions, delays in patient care, and in some situations, patient harm.12,17
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Like many diseases in medicine, knowing the type of uncertainty (eg, whether it is intrinsic or informational) can help guide the treatment. While the solutions to informational uncertainty are often more straightforward, we wish to highlight a few less commonly known strategies.

When faced with a complex clinical case, a quick and easy way to resolve it is to ask the expert [consultant], often on the phone or in the hallway. However, such curbside consultations are often inaccurate or incomplete, and can lead to improper patient management.\(^{18,19}\) If one chooses this approach, be aware that when asking for advice, colleagues who could provide some proof (eg, a citation, article, or reference) were correct 83% of the time, while colleagues’ advice without proof was correct only 35% of the time.\(^ {19}\) In addition, learners often over-rely on secondary sources, including summary evidence-based textbooks (eg, *UpToDate*, *ACP Smart Medicine*, *DynaMed*, *BMJ Best Practice*), which may not have the latest information.\(^ {20}\)

Other commonly quoted sources are practice guidelines, which have known limitations.\(^ {21,22}\) Guidelines stipulated by one professional society may drastically differ from the guidelines promulgated by another society with a different perspective.\(^ {23}\) Many physicians quote guidelines as if all recommendations are created equal, but studies have shown that many guidelines are largely developed from lower levels of evidence or expert opinion.\(^ {24,25}\) Once the faculty physician has addressed or ruled out the given learner’s informational uncertainty, he or she can begin to focus on treating intrinsic uncertainty, as solutions to this type of uncertainty often are more opaque.

The first step in addressing intrinsic uncertainty should be an open acknowledgment of its inherent presence in the practice of medicine. The Physicians’ Reaction to Uncertainty (PRU) scale\(^ {8}\) is an instrument that may give both learners and educators a sense of their own reactions to intrinsic uncertainty as well as the willingness to disclose to others. Utilizing the PRU scale at the beginning of a clinical rotation will not only help the learners quantify their level of uncertainty, but also has a dual role of allowing faculty to openly acknowledge the existence of inherent uncertainty in the everyday practice of medicine. A faculty member’s willingness to disclose gaps in his or her own knowledge, and then demonstrate how to find answers to questions, has been shown to be an independent predictor of effective teaching.\(^ {26}\) The simple verbal acknowledgment of the certainty of uncertainty has the potential to improve health care practice, improve physician-patient communication, and prepare learners for the realities of medicine.\(^ {4,5,7}\)

In 1 of the few empirical studies focusing on facilitating uncertainty, use of the learner-centered presentation technique known as SNAPPs (Summarize relevant patient history and findings; Narrow the differential; Analyze the differential; Probe the preceptor about uncertainties; Plan management; and Select case-related issues for self-study) increased the frequency of expressions of uncertainty during clinical rounds.\(^ {27}\) Opportunities for reflective writing have also been shown to be an effective means for expressing and dealing with uncertainty.\(^ {28}\)

As practicing physicians can attest, the black-and-white world of medical school, where only 1 correct answer existed on a written examination, rarely mimics the grayish hues of the clinical environment. To combat this paradox, clinicians should create a multistep contingency plan that acknowledges uncertainty and allows for alternative assessments, diagnoses, and treatments.\(^ {29}\) Not only will this provide a backup plan for the inherent ambiguity in the practice of medicine, but it will also provide patients with a better understanding of potential future clinical courses.

The most important stakeholder in clinical uncertainty is, of course, the patient. Young physicians may try to disguise their uncertainty from the patient, for fear of being seen as not a good doctor or not knowing the answer. The clinical educator witnessing such behavior should recognize this as an excellent opportunity to both role model and educate learners on how best to manage uncertainty with patients. These situations allow for collaboration with the patient to understand the patient’s values and concerns and find common ground on the goals of
Verbal expressions of uncertainty to patients, such as “I don’t know,” are truthful responses, and adding some reassurance, such as “I’ll look into it further” or “We will work together to find an answer,” provides encouragement and reduces the stress patients experience when faced with uncertain clinical situations. Recognize common circumstances where learners are reluctant to express uncertainty, and recognize the hidden curriculum barriers for admitting uncertainty, including avoiding the appearance of being weak or not always having the right answer.

Conclusion

While many enter medicine for its objectivity and scientific rigor, everyone eventually realizes that much of medicine is practiced in shades of gray rather than black and white. Coming to terms with this reality can be difficult and challenging, especially for younger, less practiced physicians. Medical educators are responsible for recognizing these situations and creating an open environment for discussing uncertainty with their learners and with patients. By utilizing the familiar medical framework—diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment—we hope learners, teachers, and patients will become more comfortable in situations that may not have a single perfect answer. We conclude this perspective with another aphorism from the master teacher, Sir William Osler, in an address to students about to graduate from medical school: “Adressing feature in the life of which you are about to enter . . . is the uncertainty which pertains not alone to our science and art, but the very hopes and fears which make us men. In seeking out the absolute truth we aim for the unattainable, and must be content with finding broken portions.”

### Table

#### Practical Tips to Promote Facing the Certainty of Uncertainty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residents and Medical Students</th>
<th>Teaching Physicians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intrinsic Uncertainty</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledge when personal uncertainty arises, recognizing its inherent nature in the practice of medicine.</td>
<td>Create an atmosphere that encourages recognition and articulation of uncertain moments. Personally role model uncertain moments and think out loud as one deals with uncertain situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realize that failure to acknowledge uncertainty can lead to excess testing, increased costs, higher referral rates, unnecessary hospitalizations, delays in patient care, and patient harm.</td>
<td>Recognize common circumstances where learners are reluctant to express uncertainty, and recognize the hidden curriculum barriers for admitting uncertainty, including avoiding the appearance of being weak or not always having the right answer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Become familiar with and practice using the SNAPPS method for case presentations.</td>
<td>Recognize that case presentations are often a rich source of expressions of uncertainty. Encourage learners to use the SNAPPS model for case presentations and consider reflective writing assignments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess one’s own attitude to and increase awareness of uncertainty by taking a self-assessment using the PRU scale.</td>
<td>Assess one’s own attitude to and increase awareness of uncertainty by taking a self-assessment using the PRU scale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always keep a broad differential in mind no matter how certain one is of the diagnosis, and build contingency plans for the workup and treatment of patients.</td>
<td>Encourage the avoidance of premature closure in arriving at only 1 diagnosis and ask for broader differentials and backup plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informational Uncertainty</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When faced with uncertainty, avoid using informal (curbside) consultations and request formal written consultations.</td>
<td>Discourage the use of informal (curbside) consultations when uncertain and instead request formal written consultations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When discussing cases with colleagues, ask for proof (ie, a citation or reference for the source of recommendations).</td>
<td>When consulting with colleagues, role model asking for proof (ie, a citation or reference for the source of recommendations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be aware of the shortcoming of guidelines, and recognize that many recommendations are based on low levels of evidence and/or expert opinion.</td>
<td>Encourage the use of guidelines but acknowledge their limitations by asking learners the strength of evidence that supports the recommendations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** SNAPPS, summarize relevant patient history and findings, narrow the differential, analyze the differential, probe the preceptor about uncertainties, plan management, and select case-related issues for self-study; PRU, Physicians’ Reaction to Uncertainty.
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